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Abstract
This report explores the social and institutional realities of multilingualism in the city of Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada. Assessing the manifestation of multilingualism historically and in terms of five key spheres (educational, public,
economic, private and urban spaces), the report aims to describe the general state of multilingualism in Vancouver and
identify sensitive issues and potential best practices.

1. Introduction
Vancouver is the economic centre of the western province of British Columbia. While the city itself was home to only
603,502 people in 2011 (the eighth largest city in Canada), Greater Vancouver was home to over 2.3 million residents
(the third largest metropolitan area in Canada). Between 2006 and 2011, the population of Vancouver grew by 4.4%,
while that of Greater Vancouver grew by 9.3% (26). From a service centre for the province’s resource economy,
Vancouver has become a dynamic urban centre, its port serving as western Canada’s door to the Asia-Pacific region
(42). Vancouver is also the location of forest product and mining company head offices.
This report paints a picture of multilingualism in Vancouver by examining social manifestations of multilingualism and
institutional responses to it. The materials used to create this picture include academic articles and books, reports,
websites, and interview questionnaires completed by a few key actors.1 The report starts with a brief history of
multilingualism in Vancouver. It goes on to describe the current language situation in the city. The report then examines
multilingualism in Vancouver in terms of the five key spheres identified by the LUCIDE network, namely the educational
sphere,2 the public sphere,3 the economic sphere,4 the private sphere5 and urban spaces.6 Key issues associated with
multilingualism in Vancouver are identified and discussed in the conclusion.

1	Three key actors with various backgrounds completed interview questionnaires. A summary table can be found in Appendix 1. While none
of the key actors spoke French, each spoke at least one language other than English.
2	The educational sphere includes the public school system, vocational education, non-governmental organizations involved in formal or
informal education, independent or private schools, further education, and cultural organizations, societies and associations.
3	The public sphere includes local governments, municipalities and councils; public services (health, transportation and tourism); the media;
and publicly funded civic events and festivals.
4	The economic sphere includes large local, national and multinational corporations; the industrial and manufacturing sectors; small- and
medium-sized enterprises; service providers; and financial institutions.
5	The private sphere includes activities related to family, friends and social networks; local or city-wide activities (such as festivals) not
initiated by the public sphere, but organized by local community groups; services provided by local communities; local support networks;
and religious activities, organizations and associations.
6
Urban spaces include all publicly visible and audible aspects of a city (for example, signage, advertising, graffiti and public art).
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2. A short history of language diversity in Vancouver
Vancouver is the economic centre and most populous city of the western province of British Columbia. The percentage
of Francophones in Vancouver is less than 2%, and the proportion of residents reporting a mother tongue other than
English is increasing steadily. The presence of people with Aboriginal ancestries is also notable, with some Aboriginal
groups having maintained their languages over time. Statistics produced by Statistics Canada and its predecessor,
the Dominion bureau of Statistics, shows that, even in 1941, individuals with Chinese and Japanese mother tongues
represented a fairly high proportion of the population (5%), compared to French speakers (1%). Significant numbers of
individuals with German, Italian, Scandinavian and Ukrainian as their mother tongue increased the proportion of foreignlanguage speakers in the 1950s and 1960s. In 1961, 21% of Vancouver’s population reported a mother tongue other
than French or English. Table 1 in Appendix 1 illustrates the evolution of the language composition of Vancouver.
Although this study focuses on the municipal level of intervention in multilingualism and linguistic issues, the fact that
municipal governments in Canada are “creatures of the provinces” requires us to situate the issue in the broader context
of federal and provincial institutions. From its very beginning, Canada has been de facto bilingual, if not multilingual.
Many different languages have been involved in Canada’s creation, development and struggles: the languages spoken
(or once spoken) by Aboriginal peoples who occupied Canada’s territory before the Europeans came, French and
English spoken by the original European settlers, and the languages spoken by immigrants who came to Canada
in countless waves. During Canada’s infancy, when it was still British North America, many attempts were made to
assimilate Aboriginal and French people into the dominant English group. However, the Constitutional Act, 1867,
contained provisions to protect French within and outside Quebec, and English within Quebec (33). Policies promoting
the assimilation of Aboriginal people—and the loss of their languages—went on much longer, but the existence of
Aboriginal people as a group was recognized and associated with certain rights in the Constitutional Act, 1982 (34). The
Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism led to the adoption of the Official Languages Act (40), under which
French and English have equal status in federal courts, Parliament and all federal institutions.
As the Site for Language Management in Canada (SLMC) suggests, the British Columbia legislature has never adopted
a language law; however, the province’s legislation does contain a small number of language provisions and references
to language (21). Most of the references to language deal with the requirement for people to understand and express
themselves in proper English and the possibility of using a translator. Other references are in simple declarations of
non-discrimination on the grounds of language, place of origin and so on. The only reference to language in which the
state makes a commitment involves Aboriginal languages. Indeed, the First Peoples’ Heritage, Language and Culture
Act (21) is meant to “support and advise ministries of government on initiatives, programs and services related to Native
heritage, language and culture” (21).
It is in the historical and political context above that the question of multilingualism in Vancouver must be understood
and assessed.
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3. Contemporary perspectives
Today, the high rate of immigration to Canada each year continues to transform the linguistic landscape of the country
and its cities. Canada has one of the highest per capita immigration rates in the world, driven by economic growth and
family reunification (5). Close to 250,000 immigrants arrive each year, settling mostly in Toronto, Montréal and Vancouver,
but increasingly in Calgary, Edmonton and Winnipeg (6). As of 2007, nearly one in five Canadians (19.8%) was foreignborn (34). Nearly 60% of new immigrants come from Asia, mostly from China, the Philippines and India (8). The 2011
census indicates that English and French are the first language of 57.8% and 21.7% of the population, respectively.
As well, 6.4 million persons spoke an immigrant language on a regular basis at home and 213,000 persons spoke an
Aboriginal language (34).
Statistics Canada’s numbers make it possible to create an interesting linguistic profile of the main metropolitan areas in
Canada, including Vancouver. These portraits are included in tables 1, 2 and 3 of Appendix 3 and are summarized below.7
Although Toronto remains by far the top destination for immigrants, its popularity has declined significantly in the last 10
years. Toronto is followed by Montréal and Vancouver as the second and third most popular destinations. According to the
2011 census, the total population of the Vancouver census metropolitan area (CMA) was 2,292,120. Of this population,
57.2% reported that their mother tongue was English, 1.2%, French and 41.5%, other. Individuals with Chinese mother
tongues (Cantonese, Chinese—not otherwise specified, and Mandarin) represented 14.4% of Vancouver’s population,
while those with Punjabi represented 6.1% and Tagalog, 2.1%. There were 164,780 persons who were bilingual in the
two official languages (English and French). These official bilinguals were composed of 7.9% of the English mother tongue
population, 85.6% of the French mother tongue population and 3.8% of the other mother tongue population. The most
common languages spoken were English, French, Cantonese and Punjabi. When we compare the number of people with
a given mother tongue to the number of people who speak that language, the three languages that gain the most speakers
in Vancouver are (in order of magnitude of speakers gained) English, French and Hindi. In 2006, 1.9% of Vancouver
residents reported being of Aboriginal ancestry (8). Similar to Toronto, the Francophone community in Vancouver clearly
depends on Francophone immigrants, since they represent 35% of the community (5).

7	Tables 1 & 2 outline the linguistic landscape of 4 of the main Canadian cities, using the categories of mother tongue and languages
spoken. Table 3 outlines the main immigrant destinations in Canada and points at potential new trends.
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4. The LUCIDE Network
4.1. Multilingualism in education
“Multilingualism in education” refers to both elementary and secondary education, and to adult language training. In
general terms, elementary and secondary programs are funded by the provincial government and delivered by school
boards. Settlement programs and adult language education are funded by both the provincial government (English as a
second language (ESL) programs) and the federal government (Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada (LINC)
programs) and delivered through community agencies, school boards and colleges.
The Vancouver school system is administered mainly through the Vancouver School Board (VSB) and the Conseil
scolaire francophone (CSF). The CSF website is exclusively in French with some information in English. The VSB
website’s most important information is available in eight languages. Some VSB schools offer French immersion
and Mandarin bilingual programs. Brochures providing information on 33 important questions about elementary and
secondary education in British Columbia are available in 12 languages (46). The VSB district is a large, urban and
multicultural school district with a significant ESL student population: 25% of students are designated ESL learners,
60% speak a language other than English at home, and close to 126 languages are spoken by students (47). Most
schools employ multicultural liaison and settlement workers; the team has knowledge of more than 15 languages. Using
its multilingual expertise and setting, the VSB makes a significant effort to attract school-age international students.
A study led by Jane Friesen and Brian Krauth suggests the existence of cultural enclave schools in Vancouver that
allegedly have a negative academic impact on the students attending them:
Although Chinese-speaking students made up only 7% of grade 7 students in 2002–2004, the average
Chinese-speaking student attended a school where a third of the children were Chinese-speaking. Similarly,
Punjabi-speaking students constituted less than 4% of that student population, but almost 30% of their
schoolmates were Punjabi-speaking ((10) 2011, 65).
These findings suggest the existence of ethnic clusters in Vancouver, a topic that is covered in Section 4.5.
One interesting way in which multilingualism is integrated in Vancouver schools is by enrolling allophones in French
immersion programs. Dagenais and Moore note “a sharp growth in the number of students’ applications, particularly in
early immersion programmes, due to a high interest of Chinese families to choose French immersion over the English
programme for their youngest children” ((18) 2008, 323). According to them, Chinese parents view English-French
bilingualism as an asset that will help their children integrate more successfully into Canadian society and enhance
their children’s future employment prospects both nationally and internationally. Marshall and Laghzaoui suggest the
following:
Canada’s federal policy of multiculturalism within a bilingual framework (1971) means that in British Columbia French
remains a modern language with a certain degree of privilege. While in BC only 1.3% of the population describe
their first language as French (Statistics Canada, 2006), French immersion education is growing, with 7.6% of
children studying in French immersion schools between kindergarten and grade 12 ((16) 2012, 216-217).
Education experts stress the importance of allophone students maintaining fluency in their first language. For students,
receiving some schooling in their mother tongue can facilitate the transition to full education in the majority language
((2) 2005). The issue of the benefits of providing language training in the children’s mother tongue is framed somewhat
differently for Aboriginal children than for immigrants. According to the Aboriginal Peoples Survey, “Parents of 60% of
Aboriginal children in non-reserve areas believed it was very important or somewhat important for their children to speak
and understand an Aboriginal language” ((29), 2007:24). The Canadian Council on Learning stresses that “in Canada,
Aboriginal children and youth’s educational outcomes are significantly worse than the outcomes for non-Aboriginal
students” ((3), 2008). For Guevremont and Kohen, teaching Aboriginal languages and culture could improve the
outcomes of Aboriginal students ((12), 2012). Patrick and Tomiak similarly assess the need for developing vehicles for
language regeneration ((19), 2008).
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The 2010 Report on the Status of B.C. First Nations Languages estimates that 5.1% of Aboriginal people in British
Columbia are fluent in an Aboriginal language. Of this number, only 1.5% are between the ages of 0 and 24 (9). Elders
Day, held by Squamish elders at Capilano Little Ones School, is an initiative to transmit language skills to Aboriginal
children (12). Programs such as the Pre-school Language Nest, Language and Culture Immersion Camp, and MasterApprentice have been set up to reverse the trend of Aboriginal languages becoming extinct.
Publicly funded adult language training is offered by various organizations, including the VSB and the Vancouver Public
Library (VPL). Although only 9.3% of immigrants to Canada in 2006 reported the ability to speak neither French nor
English, the remaining immigrants did not necessarily have enough language skills to succeed in the workplace ((23),
2009). Indeed, the International Adult Literacy and Skills Survey (IALSS) found that the English or French language
proficiency of Canadian immigrants was either poor or weak in 60% of the cases. It also found that “employment rates
for individuals with poor or weak literacy range from 57% to 70% as compared to 76% for the desired level of literacy”
((23), 2009, 11). This means that language and literacy training beyond conversion skills is needed. MOSAIC is a
multilingual non-profit organization dedicated to addressing issues affecting immigrants and refugees in the course of
their settlement and integration into Canadian society. It helps non-English speakers settle, find a job, obtain language
training or other types of training and get legal advice, among other things. The website, which is available in more than
20 languages, also features a multilingual legal publications section that may be useful to law students and others (41).
Two main adult ESL programs are available for in Vancouver. The English Language Services for Adults (ELSA) program
is offered at five different levels and addresses topics such as Canadian culture, community services, education and
learning, employment, family and relationships, and health and safety. The English for the Workplace (EFW) program is a
language program whose main focus is employment and topics such as the culture of the Canadian workplace, making
presentations, working on a team, looking for work, interview skills and business writing. Part of the training can be done
from home through the Internet. MOSAIC provides a free childcare service for ELSA and EFW students (41).
Community centres in Vancouver offer the following language classes: Cantonese, Chinese, English as a second
language, English conversation, French, Hindi, Italian, Japanese, Mandarin, Punjabi, Russian and Spanish (46).
Other places in which multilingualism is very audible are two of Vancouver’s universities, University of British Columbia
and Simon Fraser University, where many students speak English as a second language. Both universities have
unilingual English websites. Simon Fraser University offers a French cohort program in the Social Sciences (44). One
of our interview respondents mentions that “there is a huge number of ESL students [at UBC] that have either low,
moderate or high degree of trouble understanding content in the courses due to their level of proficiency in English. . . .
One of the big questions is how universities in general should deal with this in a way that does not unjustly disadvantage
anybody but makes a university degree still worthwhile for native speakers.”
As discussed briefly in this section, the question of language training in Vancouver is complex, in terms of target
audience (school-aged ESL and Anglophone students, adult ESL and Anglophone students, and level of proficiency,
education and socioeconomic status), service providers (school boards, universities, community centres, public libraries
and private language schools) and funding (municipal, provincial, federal and private). As a central aspect of immigrant
integration and as an important asset for success on the job market, the importance of language education cannot be
overestimated while assessing multilingualism.

4.2. Multilingualism in the public sphere
The public sphere, as defined by the LUCIDE network, includes local governments, municipalities and councils; public
services (health, transportation and tourism); the media; and publicly funded civic events and festivals.
The City of Vancouver website, although available in English only, includes a link to Google Translate. The City’s selfdescription states that “Vancouver is one of the most ethnically and linguistically diverse cities in Canada with 52% of
the population speaking a first language other than English.” In addition to this, it provides a phone service (3-1-1) in 175
languages (34). The City of Vancouver has a Multicultural Advisory Committee that provides input to the city council and staff
about issues of concern. It engages in outreach to the multicultural communities to disseminate information, encourages
participation and works co-operatively with other civic agencies whose activities affect multicultural communities (35).
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As one of our interview respondents emphasizes, political parties are well aware of the importance of ethnic and linguistic
communities, and they produce plenty of material in Chinese and Punjabi. While the respondent was referring to the
provincial political parties, the same holds true for municipal political parties. On its website and on many flyers, the Coalition
of Progressive Electors (COPE) brands itself as solidly multilingual with content in Chinese, Tagalog and Spanish (36).
The VPL website and the on-site information desk are available in English, French,
Chinese, Japanese, Spanish, Hindi, Korean and Vietnamese. The multilingual
collection includes items in English, French, Chinese, German, Greek, Hindi, Italian,
Japanese, Korean, Persian/Farsi, Polish, Portuguese, Punjabi, Russian, Spanish,
Tagalog and Vietnamese. The VPL also has an Aboriginal storyteller in residence.
The British Columbia Newcomers’ Guide has information that helps newcomers
settle in British Columbia in the first few months following their arrival and is
available in multiple languages, namely English, French, Chinese (simplified and
traditional), Korean, Punjabi, Russian, Spanish, Arabic, Farsi and Vietnamese.
In terms of health, many efforts are made in Vancouver to reach the various cultural
and linguistic groups in the city. There are 15 hospitals in Vancouver, most of which
Picture 1: Coalition of Progressive Electors’
are administered by Vancouver Coastal Health (VCH) (47). Most of the hospitals’
Facebook sign – Source: (36)
websites are in English only with no practical information in other languages.
However, there seems to be a certain acknowledgment in the health sector of the importance of providing multilingual
information and services. In 2010 the Affiliation of Multicultural Societies and Service Agencies of BC (AMSSA) produced a
comprehensive guide of multicultural health programs and resources in Vancouver (29). For each organization discussed,
the languages in which the information and services are available are listed. Very well done and thorough, this guide could
be singled out as a best practice, but it is curiously available only in English. To prevent the spread of the flu in populations of
non-English speakers, VCH provides posters urging people to wash their hands in various languages as well as a multilingual
poster (including English, French, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Punjabi, Arabic and Spanish).
BC Centre for Disease Control also provides various brochures on tuberculosis and antibiotics used to treat this disease. The
brochures are available in English, Chinese and Punjabi.

Picture 2: Vancouver Coastal Health multilingual
poster – Source: (47)

Picture 3: Tuberculosis prevention in Punjabi – Source: (31)
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Brochures on other diseases and
medicines to treat them are also
available in multiple languages, including
Vietnamese and Spanish. Finally,
BC211 is a toll-free number through
which people across the province can
be referred to various emergency help
lines (30). Many of these hotlines, which
have local Vancouver phone numbers,
offer multilingual services, for example
Alcohol and Drug Information and Referral
Services, VictimLink (for victims of
sexual assault and their families) and the
problem-gambling helpline. BC211 is a
multilingual access point for people with
addiction or other health issues in need of
immediate support. Many medical offices
advertise multilingual services, as Picture
4 (left) illustrates.
Picture 4: Multilingual medical office
Photo: Rebecca Brooke, 2013

TransLink is Vancouver’s public transit system. The TransLink website is in
English only, with no link to Google Translate. TransLink employees have
access to the Provincial Language Service, which can provide interpretation
in up to 150 different languages. Name tags worn by attendants list any language other than English that they speak.
Vending machines operate in a variety of languages (69). While 11.4% of Canada-born Vancouverites use TransLink to
commute to work, this number increases to 21.1% in the case of immigrants ((8), 2011, 18).
Multilingualism is also a feature of many cultural and entertainment attractions. For example, the Vancouver Museum
of Anthropology provides a map (printed or in PDF) of its installations in various languages, namely English, French,
Chinese, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean and Spanish (73).
This non-exhaustive review of multilingual information and services in the public sphere shows a wide recognition of
multilingualism among Vancouver residents. The use of Google Translate by the City and the absence of any multilingual
information on the TransLink website may raise questions.

4.3. Multilingualism in economic life
As defined by the LUCIDE network, the economic sphere includes large local, national and multinational corporations;
the industrial and manufacturing sectors; service providers; and financial institutions. In the economic sphere,
multilingualism can be found in the form of employment support for allophones and newcomers, and in the form of
businesses seizing opportunities related to the high level of multilingualism in Vancouver.
As mentioned above, MOSAIC provides immigrants with help in finding work and proper training. The Immigrant Service
Society of British Columbia (ISSBC) provides newcomers to British Columbia, and particularly to Vancouver, with
individual job and employment counselling in multiple languages, including English, Cantonese, Mandarin, Vietnamese,
Korean, Spanish, Portuguese, Farsi, Dari, Pashto, Tagalog and French (58). The Immigrant Employment Council of
British Columbia (IEC-BC) is another initiative to promote the economic integration of immigrants. The objective of the
IEC-BC is to allow employers to find immigrant talent and hire them so that they stay in British Columbia, and primarily
Vancouver (58).
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Picture 5: Multilingual storefront – Photo: Rebecca Brooke 2013

A number of firms are built to serve multilingualism in Vancouver. For example, TigerTel provides outsourced call
centre and contact management services in multiple languages, including French, Spanish, Mandarin, Cantonese and
Portuguese (53). The Richards Buell Sutton LLP law firm and its 40 lawyers offer services in 11 languages (50). Bilingual
Family offers advice and support to professionals working with multilingual families and to families considering raising
their children in two or more languages. Gentle Health Care is a private company providing a whole range of health and
comfort services in English, French, Persian, Tagalog, Punjabi, Hindi, Cantonese and Mandarin (41). Founded in 2009,
Captus Advertising has grown to become one of Western Canada’s premier multicultural advertising agencies (34). This
agency has launched many campaigns targeting individual cultural groups, sometimes exclusively in the group’s mother
tongue.
As some of our respondents suggested, businesses are quick to turn to multilingualism when they perceive a business
opportunity. Since the overall integration of immigrants is closely connected to their economic integration, many
associations and groups supporting immigrants offer employment services.

4.4. Multilingualism in the private sphere
As defined by the LUCIDE network, the private sphere includes activities related to family, friends and social networks;
local or city-wide activities (such as festivals) not initiated by the public sphere, but organized by local community
groups; services provided by local communities; local support networks; and religious activities, organizations and
associations.
Many multicultural activities and festivals take place in Vancouver. They include the Indian Summerfest (44), Chinatown
Festival (35) and Mexicofest (46). However, the event websites are in English only. Hold Onto Your Tongue is a
multilingual cultural festival held in celebration of International Mother Language Day (IMLD) (42). IMLD promotes
linguistic diversity, multilingual education and awareness of cultural traditions based on understanding, tolerance and
dialogue. Hold Onto Your Tongue features dance, music, food, community groups and cultural activities celebrating
IMLD.
There are also a number of community groups in Vancouver that provide support to immigrants and individuals with
specific linguistic needs. Many organizations already discussed in the sections on education and economic life (for
example, MOSAIC) offer services that would also be associated with the private sphere. A few of these organizations
are discussed here (47). First, the Red Cross in British Columbia acknowledges the need to recruit volunteers who
speak more than one language, to reach its target audiences. The Red Cross provides materials translated into the
languages most spoken in the city and provides information to communities in their own language. Documents and
programs in Bengali, Punjabi, Urdu and simplified Chinese are therefore available on the website. Furthermore, Chinese
and South Asian advisory committees help the Red Cross in its outreach in the Lower Mainland (32). Pacific Immigrant
Resource society is another organization that helps immigrants to settle and integrate. Its mission is to “empower
immigrant and refugee women and children to fully participate in Canadian life through neighbourhood-based programs”
(49). Supporting Women’s Alternative Network (SWAN) originally sought to provide support to indoor sex workers in
Vancouver, but gradually focused on immigrant, migrant and trafficked women who are unable to get services and
support due to their irregular status. The website is available in English, Farsi, Japanese, Chinese and Korean, and the
staff speaks Cantonese, Mandarin, Farsi, Hindi, Spanish, French and English (52).
West Coast Child Care Resource Centre (WCCCRC) provides information, referrals, training and resources to families,
individuals and organizations seeking the best care and early learning for children (65). The goal of Vancouver Child Care
Resource & Referral (VCCRR) is to enhance the availability, accessibility and quality of child care choices for Vancouver
families. Brochures on the many aspects of child care are available in multiple languages (English, French, Spanish,
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Chinese, Korean, Japanese, Punjabi, Serbo-Croatian, Arabic, Farsi, Vietnamese, Filipino and Hindi) (54).
Vancouver Community College provides a multilingual glossary of 5,000 Canadian legal and court-related terms in Plain
English, with equivalents in six other languages (Chinese, Farsi, Punjabi, Russian, Spanish, and Vietnamese) (61).
Multilingualism is also noticeable
in religious communities, as can
be seen in the following photos:

Picture 6: New Life Chinese Lutheran Church – Photo: Rebecca Brooke 2013

Picture 7: Vietnamese Alliance Church – Photo: Rebecca Brooke, 2013
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In conclusion, there seems
to be a significant number
of multilingual resources and
activities in Vancouver’s private
sphere. The reasons for which
multicultural groups organizing
events and festivals tend to
advertise in English only remains unclear and
definitely warrants further investigation.

4.5. Multilingualism in urban spaces
Urban spaces include all publicly visible and audible aspects of a city (for example, signage, advertizing, graffiti and
public art). In this section, we focus mostly on the various “ethnic” and linguistic neighbourhoods in the city, and we
include a few pictures. We also discuss the question of commercial signs and assess its significance in the city.
Vancouver’s linguistic landscape is mostly Anglophone, with considerable visibility of Chinese and South Asian
languages. Philippe Apparicio and Anne-Marie Séguin, from INRS Urbanisation, culture et société, write that immigrants
are less concentrated in Vancouver than they are in Toronto, but more concentrated than in Montréal. On average,
Vancouver’s immigrants live in areas where 42.5% of residents are immigrants, compared to averages of 50% and 31%
for Toronto and Montréal, respectively ((1) 2008, 6). In 2012 the Vancouver Sun used the newly published numbers of
Statistics Canada’s 2011 Census to put together a series of ethnic maps and articles about the ethnic clusters in the
Metropolitan Vancouver Region. The maps and articles show the level of geographical concentration of the three largest
ethnic groups in Vancouver, namely Chinese, South Asian and Filipino. They also measure the level of concentration
of other linguistic communities across the city. The tendency in Vancouver to form ethnic and linguistic clusters was
discussed above in the section on education, referring to an article by Friesen and Krauth (see p. 7) (11). Chinese
immigrants, while previously congregating in Vancouver’s downtown Chinatown, now prefer Richmond, a fast-growing
suburb in the southern part of Vancouver. In Richmond, 60% of the population is immigrant, with some neighbourhoods
over 80% Chinese. The journalist Douglas Todd writes the following:
Richmond remains the most striking bastion of Chinese culture – a place where scores of Chinese-language
signs on restaurants and shops are often bigger than the same outlet’s English-language sign... The lack of
prominent English-language signs on the shops next to city hall represents the kind of symbolic issue that
might set off cultural-protection alarms in a more nationalistic place, like Quebec (26).

Picture 8: Figure 8: Kindred construction sign on construction site
Photo: Rebecca Brooke, 2013

Picture 9: Vancouver multilingual street sign
Photo: Rebecca Brooke, 2013

Vancouver residents self-identifying as South Asian tend to be concentrated in Surrey, a suburb southeast of the city.
The Vancouver Sun found that some neighbourhoods in this area were intensely monoethnic. While South Asians
account for less than 10% of the Greater Vancouver population, “the neighbourhood surrounding the Guru Nanak
temple is 77 per cent South Asian”. The Filipino community counts for 80 000 people in the Vancouver Metropolitan
Region and seem to be less eager to become concentrated than Chinese and South-Asian (25).
As well, while Farsi speakers are concentrated “to an extreme degree” in West and North-Vancouver, the former Italian
area, located downtown, is slowly dissolving into a very diverse area where people from various origins live together (27).
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Picture 10: Deli multilingual sign – Photo: Rebecca Brooke, 2013

Picture 11: Hi-Class Jewellers multilingual sign
Photo: Rebecca Brooke, 2013

Picture 12: Amin’s Auto Centre multilingual signs – Photo: Rebecca Brooke, 2013

As already briefly mentioned, the existence of highly concentrated ethnic and linguistic enclaves in Vancouver has led
to the flourishing of unilingual commercial signs in languages other than English or French. The question of Chineseonly signs has become increasingly sensitive in Richmond. From English-speaking individuals expressing frustration
in the media and gathering 1,000 signatures on a petition, to a council choosing to go the soft way by “encouraging”
businesses to translate Chinese-only signs, the issue is far from resolved (24). The issue of Chinese-only signs was
mentioned as a sensitive one by two of our interview respondents. One claimed to be neutral about the issue, stating
that business owners limit their customer base by not advertising in English. The other thought that English translation
should always be provided.
Our inquiry into Vancouver’s urban spaces indicates a certain level of “ethnic” and linguistic concentration in some areas
of the metropolitan region. These clusters seem to occur mostly in what was formerly considered as suburban areas.
This concentration may be contributing to businesses advertising increasingly in languages other than English, mostly
in Chinese but also in Punjabi and in Farsi. The level of frustration over unilingual advertising in languages other than
English seems to be rising, a phenomenon that is absent in Ottawa and Toronto.
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5. Analysis of key themes/discussion
Vancouver is one of the greatest immigrant destinations per capita in Canada. Although multilingualism is not very
formalized—with a lot of cosmetic multilingualism, notably when, as mentioned by two respondents, it comes to French
and Aboriginal languages—it is extremely present in practice. Multilingual resources are widespread in education and
health-care system, with institutions such as Vancouver Public Library, Vancouver Coastal Health and Vancouver
Community College clearly qualifying for Canadian best practices in multilingualism. South Asian and Chinese languages
are the most common mother tongues after English. However some languages—we are thinking here of Punjabi—seem
to have much less visibility than one would expect, considering their numerical weight. Like for Toronto, Spanish and
Arabic are much less present than in Montréal and Ottawa. Vancouver is the only city studied where Italian is absent
from the top-12 lists. Even in Vancouver, where the Francophone community is extremely small, French is a language
widely taught in schools and benefiting from great visibility. Some commentators believe that Canada’s emphasis on
official language bilingualism operates to the practical exclusion of multilingualism and suggest that language education
should reflect the linguistic composition of the society rather than official discourse of French-English bilingualism (Madie,
2012). Yet, many immigrant parents find it extremely desirable to enrol their children into French immersion programs.
Finally, while our interview respondents emphasized the importance of human translation—even of copywriting rather
than translating—to convey one’s message effectively in other languages, we noticed that the City of Vancouver’s
website used Google Translate to provide multilingual content. The other remaining issue concerns the reluctance of
cultural communities themselves to communicate and publicize their events in their own languages.
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Appendix 1: Evolution of Vancouver’s linguistic composition
between 1941 and 1986
Table 1: Vancouver’s linguistic evolution

English

%

French

%

Italian

%

Portuguese

299,626

85

3,910

1

2,946

1

-

1961

298,620

78

5,183

1

9,449

2

-

1971

313,095

73

6,685

2

13,880

3

-

198114

1,077,060

86

5,540

0

9,265

1

4,325

198615

1,140,835

84

4,740

0

8,030

1

3,200

1941

8

%

Greek

%

German

%

Punjabi

%

3,493

0

-

19,805

5

-

19,740

5

-

0

8,915

1

15,335

1

0

6,100

0

15,370

1

195110

Var. 1941-1986

281%

21%

3,035

173%

75%

Japanese

%

Ukrainian

%

Swedish

%

Norwegian

%

Chinese

%

Spanish

%

9,065

3

1,872

1

3,411

1

3,518

1

7,7709

2

101

0

1961

2,305

1

5,775

2

8,02911

2

-

13,544

4

-

1971

-

4,890

1

5,17512

1

-

28,46513
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19418
195110

198114

4,295

0

52,335

4

2,345

0

198615

3,665

0

63,655

5

3,085

0

Var. 1941-1986

-60%

719%

Total
351,491

19418
195110
1961

384,822

1971

426,255

14

1981

1,250,560

198615

1,362,445

Var. 1941-1986

288%

Table 1: Vancouver’s linguistic evolution – Sources: (12), (13), (14), (33), (34)

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Mother tongue, metropolitan area
6,545 men for 1,225 women
Mother tongue and specified origins in cities of 30,000 and over
Scandinavian languages
Scandinavian languages
Chinese and Japanese languages
Home language, census metropolitan area, Vancouver consolidated
Home language, census metropolitan area, Vancouver consolidated
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2,954%

Appendix 2: Interview summary tables
LUCIDE network
questions

Answers from Vancouver informants

In what sector are
you working (public
sector, Not-For-ProfitOrganization, private
business, other)?

1 public servant (City of Vancouver); 1 University professor; 1 private sector employee

What is your mother
tongue? Which languages
do you speak or interact
with in your personal or
work life?

2 bilingual (English + a language other than French); 1 trilingual (English + 2 languages
other than French)

Would you say that you are 2 somewhat keen learner; 1 no.
a keen language learner?
Discuss.
Do you think
multilingualism is a
sensitive issue in your
city? Discuss.

1. Depends who you ask - for tbhose who speak a minority language, that‘s their reality
and their need to communicate with those they can. If you ask the majority of English
speakers, even those who appreciate other languages, there‘s a presumption that
English ( or French in Quebec) is the lingua franca and there is little need to use/learn
other languages. Implicit for those who have no barriers to speak English is the sense that
those who cannot speak it are less integrated or contributing in society.
2. I‘m not sure.
I think on a personal level, i.e., individual families, it is generally seen as something positive
in that most families I talk to are proud to be multilingual or to have bilingual children.
At the same time, there is not enough knowledge about bilingualism (typical development,
what to expect, what not to expect) in the community at large and in professionals dealing
with potentially multilingual children (ECEs, teachers, etc.).
On a community level, there is the ongoing debate about signage in Richmond, whether
it is ok to have Chinese only signs or if they should be bilingual / English-only. So in these
regards, multilingualism can be a sensitive issue.
3. Why is it a sensitive issue?
People can choose to communicate in any language that they feel most comfortable.
Sometimes even their job require them to speak another language besides English.
As long as they don‘t alienate those who only understand English when they speak the
foreign language.
Every one should also be aware that the official languages in Canada are English and
French, each person should give this the utmost respect. In turn, we should also respect
those that has a need to speak their native language in Vancouver. I have lived in England
and Hong Kong for many years, Vancouver is famous for its cultural diversity and
HARMONY!
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Appendix 2: Interviews summary tables (continued)
LUCIDE network
questions

Answers from Vancouver informants

We’ve noticed in our study
of different examples of
multilingualism that some
languages are more visible
than others in Vancouver.
In your area of work and
in your city, what are the
languages that seem most
numerically important?
Which ones enjoy the
greatest visibility? Which
have less visibility?

1. Chinese - much used around Vancouver; Tagalog - a large Filipino commununity;
Spanish - many are learning Spanish and especially for those who like to travel to the
southern hemisphere; French - there is a sizable community plus children are enrolled in
French immersion; Vietnamese - among some businessess along Kingsway;
Punjabi - many South Asians have moved away from the city.
2. It depends on the sub-region of the Lower Mainland that you are in. For example,
in Richmond or Chinatown, Chinese is very visible. In North Vancouver, Farsi is very
visible. In general, French seems to be fairly well represented throughout, through
immersion schools, French schools, books in the library, etc. Languages that are less
well represented are those that have fewer speakers or fewer clusters of speakers in one
specific region.
3. The most visible language in Vancouver besides English has got to be Chinese. This is
directly relates to the Chinese population we have in Vancouver. Right now, I am sure their
numbers have gone past 400,000.
As I mentioned earlier, I also speak a fair amount of Chinese at work when dealing with
Chinese media outlets and clients. In terms of priority, the order should be: 1) Chinese
(Cantonese and Mandarin combined), 2) South Asians (Punjabi), 3) Filipino (Tagalog), 4)
Koreans It is hard to say which language have the least visibility, because there are so
many languages being spoken here.
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LUCIDE network
questions

Answers from Vancouver informants

The co-existence of
multiple languages in a
city brings with it certain
challenges and choices
for local government
and companies. Do you
agree with the way your
City approaches the
issue of multilingualism?
Do you agree with the
way private businesses
and organizations
approach the issue of
multilingualism? Can
you give an example of a
recent approach that you
agree or disagree with?

1. The City has recognised the language needs of its diverse citizenry over the years. It
currently has a 311 information and referral phone line which can provide over the phone
interpretation in over 100 languages. The City had published a newcomer‘s guide in five
languages.
In key correspondence with residents, the City will ask residents to translate the
document. In public meetings, interpretation can be provided if requested.
In private sector and businesses, language needs are well recognized and met through
staff w ho speak some of the most commonly spoken languages, signage in different
languages, and website with some language translations. There are established
translation companies or groups.
Overall, people are aware that not everyone can communicate in English and some
accommodation is needed. In the health sector, language interpretation for non English
speakers is important.
2. I certainly think more education should be provided to teachers in schools to be able
to deal adequately with bilingual children so that teachers can better understand how the
bilingual mind works, what are similarities/differences between bilingual and monolingual
children, and what to expect from bilingual children in terms of language proficiency, etc.
3. So far, there are no issues in the city of Vancouver regarding multilingualism. In court
rooms, retail banking, and many services provide translator service whenever necessary.
Government agencies also provide collateral in many languages to cater for people
whose mother tongue is not English.
Only in the city of Richmond where some people have complained that some shops have
signs in Chinese, but no English, so they have no idea what the shops are selling. Private
businesses are very open to the issue of multilingualism. They know it is important to
communicate to potential customers in their preferred languages.
Take the provincial election back in May as an example, there were so much Chinese and
Punjabi materials had been created by both major political parties, to promote their own
campaign. So much focus and strategy were put into the ethnic strategy. This is another
solid proof that how even local government sees the importance of multilingualism in
Vancouver.

There seem to be two
main ways of handling
language barriers: either
human translation/
interpretation, or with
language technology. In
your area of expertise,
how are translation/
interpretation handled? Do
you think it is handled well
and appropriately?

1. Translation should be provided by those who are qualified - not just anybody with a
second language knowledge, as there‘s nuance and subtlety which can be missed.
Google translation is not good - it can do word for word ok but not for an extended piece.
2. I‘m sorry, this question is very broad and I don‘t know what exactly you are asking.
3. Nothing can beat a human translation. When a person translates, he is bringing his
knowledge and insights about the culture into his translation. Language technology can
never do that.
As a communication agency, we rarely do direct translation, because things may not
work when you translate them directly. we cannot move people unless you interpret your
message with emotion, in the relevant cultural context.
That is why we use copy writers, not translators. And because we write copy that move
people, we get far better results than those who do direct translation.
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Appendix 2: Interviews summary tables (continued)
LUCIDE network
questions

Answers from Vancouver informants

Have you recently
witnessed difficulties
experienced by an
individual or group
because of a lack of
proficiency in English or
French? Please, describe.

1. it‘s quite common - including my father who doesn‘t speak much English and needs
emergency health services at the hospital. Everyone was kind and patient but at the end,
the family needs to be vigilant in explaining the needs of the patient in order to get the
best care.
2. At B.C. universities, there are a huge number of ESL students that have either a low,
moderate or a high degree of trouble understanding content in the courses that are being
taught due to their varying proficiency in English. These students sometimes get upset
when they don‘t understand words on an exam and therefore potentially receive lower
marks. One of the big questions here is how universities in general should deal with this
in a way that does not unjustly disadvantage anybody but also makes a university degree
still worthwhile for native speakers.
3. Individuals run into difficulties because of a lack of proficiency in English are very
common. The person could feel embarrassed, rejected, lose a business deal or miss an
opportunity. The list goes on and on. For a group is less likely.

Is there any one language
you think would deserve
a boost in visibility and
in terms of the services
provided in your city?

1. Possibly Chinese - either Cantonese or Mandarin
The Chinese population is now about 30% of the total population in the city of Vancouver.
Also, Frist nations languages, especially Coast Salish peoples‘
2. It is certainly a disadvantage to be raising children in a home language that is different
from English and the more visible languages of the community because these families do
not have access through their local libraries to books and DVDs in their home languages.
This applies to a vast variety of languages and would be different by region.
As one small example, there are no books in German at the North Vancouver City library
because there is not enough demand for them there. However, there are still a number of
families in the vicinity that would greatly appreciate having books in their home languages
at that library nonetheless. Naturally, space and logistic considerations probably would
not make these boosts in visibility feasible.
3. None that I can think of. This is driven by demand and immigration policy. Say if we
have more immigrants coming from Philippines in the next two years, then the need for
more Tagalog service may be required

Have you encountered
publicity and signs
announcing exclusively
in languages other
than English? In what
languages? How do you
personally feel about it?

1. Most signs are only in English in Vancouver
2. Along Hastings in Vancouver and Burnaby, for example, there are many signs written
exclusively in Chinese and in North Vancouver several signs are written only in Farsi.
I feel neutral about that. But the business owners naturally limit their customer base
by not providing signs in English as well. I do understand that people feel excluded by
that though. It is certainly a valid, interesting and highly controversial point of discussion
whether it is ok to have monolingual non-English signs on a large scale in a particular
region within B.C.
3. Again, in view of what has happened in the city of Richmond, I feel that retail merchants
must display their signs in both Chinese and English, same should apply for all other
languages. I have seen Koreans signs with no English as well. It would not surprise me to
see. Punjabi signs with no English either. Personally I feel that when you have a sign in a
foreign language other than English, then you must have English description to let people
know what it is.
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LUCIDE network
questions

Answers from Vancouver informants

Sometimes, languages
are used symbolically,
but there isn’t really any
in-depth provision for the
speakers of that language.
Have you any experience
of this type of symbolic
language use in your
city? In your area of work/
expertise?

1. I‘d like to see First Nations languages better recognized

Do you consider too little
services are provided
in your city in French?
In languages other than
English and French?
Discuss.

1. Agreed - there can be more French speaking services. For other languages, you can
find services among service providers within the specific community.

2. Not quite sure what you are getting at here but possibly this could be related to the
highly symbolic use of First Nations languages at important events (e.g., the Olympics)
while there is only very limited on-the-grounds support for revitalizing these languages in
the community.
3. I don‘t quite understand the question. What do you mean by „languages are used
symbolically“?

2. This is a question of money, logistics and expertise - there is generally a lack of all
of these. But in an ideal world, of course we would want more services in many other
languages
3. Yes. I don‘t see much French language in Vancouver. Again, is that driven by demand?
How many French speaking people in our city? I know Chinese language are well
supported in our city, you see Chinese language everywhere.

Generally, do you think
1. Possibly 50 % as there are now more second-generation language speakers.
multilingualism is valued in
2. It is and it is not. While individual families generally seem to value being multilingual, the
your city?
public in general sometimes seems to be weary of it - and possibly for valid reasons (e.g.,
Richmond signage controversy).
There does seem to be a general sense of pride though in Vancouver at large that defines
Vancouver as a very multicultural society.
3. Very much so. We embrace our cultural differences and the different languages that we
speak.
If you could change
one thing in the way
multilingualism is dealt
with in your city, what
would it be?

1. As Mayor Sullivan said at one time, everyone should learn at least the greetings of the
seven most prominent languages in the city
2. Educate parents and teachers about bilingualism so that more children can truly enjoy
the benefits of being bilingual and of being supported and understood adequately at
school.
3. Let the professional handle the „Translation“, things get messed up when not done
properly and can cause serious consequences.
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Appendix 3: Sociodemographic tables
Table 2: Top 12 most common mother tongues in Canadian cities (2011)

CMA

Toronto

Montréal

Vancouver

Ottawa-Gatineau

English

1 (53.8%)

2 (11.6%)

1 (56.0%)

1 (49.0%)

French

1 (63.3%)

11 (1.1%)

2 (31.4%)

Spanish

6 (2.2%)

4 (2.9%)

9 (1.4%)

4 (1.2%)

Italian

3 (3.0%)

5 (2.9%)

Portuguese

10 (1.9%)

9 (0.8%)

Chinese (n.o.s)

4 (2.8%)

7 (1.0%)

Cantonese
Mandarin
Punjabi

6 (0.8%)
9 (0.5%)
4 (4.9%)

5 (1.1%)

2 (3.1%)

3 (5.6 %)

10 (0.5%)

11 (1.9%)

5 (3.9%)

7 (0.6%)

5 (2.8%)

2 (6.1%)

Hindi

12 (1%)

Tamil

9 (1.9%)

Tagalog

7 (2.2%)

6 (2.1%)

Farsi (Persian)

12 (1.5%)

8 (1.5%)

Russian

12 (0.6%)

Arabic

3 (3.4%)

Creoles

6 (1.3%)

Greek

8 (1.0%)

Romanian

10 (0.8%)

Vietnamese

11 (0.6%)

3 (2.8%)

Korean

7 (1.9%)

Somali

12 (0.5%)

German

10 (1.2%)

Polish
Urdu

11 (0.5%)

8 (2.0%)

Source: (29)
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8 (0.5%)

Table 3: Top 10 most spoken languages in Canadian cities (2011)

CMA

Toronto

Montréal

Vancouver

Ottawa-Gatineau

English

1 (87.6%)

2 (56.1%

1 (86.7%)

1 (82.0%)

French

2 (7.6%)

1 (86.3%)

2 (7.2%)

2 (48.9%)

Spanish

7 (3.1%)

3 (5.5%)

9 (2.5%)

3 (3.1%)

Italian

3 (4.7%)

4 (4.7%)

5 (1.5%)

9 (1.0%)

8 (0.7%)

Portuguese
Chinese (n.o.s)

5 (3.2%)

Cantonese

4 (3.6%)

8 (1.2%)

5 5.3%)
3 (6.6%)

Mandarin

11 (1.9%)

6 (5.0%)

Punjabi

6 (3.1%)

4 (6.0%)

Hindi

8 (2.7%)

8 (2.7%)

Tamil

10 (2.0%)

Tagalog

9 (2.5%)

12 (0.6%)

7 (2.8%)

Farsi (Persian)

12 (1.3%)

Russian

10 (0.6%)

Arabic

5 (3.8%)

Creoles

6 (2.0%)

Greek

7 (1.3%)

Romanian

12 (0.7%)

Vietnamese

11 (0.8%)

4 (3.1%)

Korean

9 (0.7%)
11 (1.9%)

Somali

11 (0.6%)

German
Polish

7 (1.3%)

10 (0.8%)

10 (2.0%)

6 (1.3%)

12 (1.7%)

Source: (29)
Table 4: Permanent residents immigrating to Canada—Top CMA destinations

CMA

2001 Newcomers

% Total Newcomers 2010

% Total

Toronto

125,175

49.9

92,184

32

Montréal

32,714

13.1

46,460

17

Vancouver

34,331

13.7

37,366

14

Calgary

10,183

4.1

16,103

5.7

Winnipeg

3,755

1.5

12,342

4.3

Edmonton

4,583

1.8

11,006

4

Ottawa-Gatineau

8,484

3.4

7,127

2.5

250,639

100

280,681

100

Canada
Source: (15)
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